To cherish knowledge is to know **WISDOM**

By listening to the wise Elders and studying knowledge, we will understand and cherish knowledge.

To find **LOVE** is to know peace

A special, safe and peaceful protection which unites two people who show care will give you love and freedom for yourself and without judgment.
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To honor all of creation is to have **RESPECT**

Treasure the Elders who are part of creation and who give us respect and life.

**COURAGE** is to face life with integrity

Continuing what you believe and standing strong, being brave and encouraging others will give us integrity in our outgoing ways.

**HONESTY** in facing a situation is to be brave

Courage, bravery, honesty and truthfulness in a situation means you are accepting your true self.

**HUMILITY** is to see yourself as a sacred part of creation

Being yourself is important in the world as a leader for the people with humility and truth.

**TRUTH** is to know all these things

Always stay truthful to yourself in an honest, smart and good way to be a true leader of the truth.

**The SEVEN TEACHINGS**